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What is the subconscious mind a redpill guy overlooks in his
conscious thought process?
August 8, 2020 | 1 upvotes | by dtyler86

On asktrp a guy once noted how it is sort of interesting that you can look a woman in the eye and be
gaming her subconscious at the same time, it’s like she has two different brains. Her (dont game me I
need to win) brain and her conscious (I don’t like this) brain that craves attention, but acts angrily
disapproving, which ultimately cowers to the subconscious.
So as a man; what are we consciously annoyed by but subconsciously being dopamine addicted to?
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Comments

deeznutsbeswingin • 6 points • 8 August, 2020 01:15 PM* 

Yeah that’s true, I call it hamster hacking and it’s done through body language, tone of voice, and dhv.

For a guy, it’s the male dominance hierarchy. You can spend 20 minutes around a loser and feel like a god, or
spend that time around a chad who’s better that you by your own discernment and feel like a loser. If you’re
paying attention to this effect then you can manipulate it yourself and overcome it by simply reminding yourself
of how awesome you are, but the average guy has no ability to do this. And it’s massively important because
your body is keeping track and releasing dopamine when you’re winning. This is jordan peterson’s lobster
phenomenon and it exists in your hindbrain behind the scenes in every interaction.

Basically just brainwash yourself into believing you’re a god and then you will act as such, and you will watch
as guys around you get awkward and submissive and it’s gay af. Women notice this and they will immediately
want to fuck you

A good example of this is the jre podcast with dan bilzerian. Joe simps like a motherfucker. Joe fucking rogan
simping to anyone is retarded

dtyler86[S] • 1 point • 8 August, 2020 02:29 PM 

This is great, that’s basically what I was wondering about. Thank you for your detailed reply. I don’t think
I’ve ever heard that episode with Dan Bilzerian but I’ll definitely check it out.

Ekhochambeer • 1 point • 8 August, 2020 08:25 AM 
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